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The Other Mother
—Linda Dahlstrum

As Published on MSNBC.Com

Beth Dahlstrom & Isabel Peterson
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ore than 40 years ago, my mother and one of
her best friends struck an unconventional deal:
They would share me.
My mom, Beth Dahlstrom, met Isabel Peterson when
they were both nurses at a Southern California hospital. They became even closer friends when both became pregnant with their first child in their late 30s,
later in life than many women at the time, and gave
birth the same year.
I was five months old in July 1967 when Isabel‟s son,
Wendell, was born. My mom still cries when she recounts that phone call. Something was wrong with the
baby, Isabel told her. He‟d been having convulsions
and was severely brain damaged. The doctors didn‟t
expect him to live. “She was crying and I was crying
and I said, „We‟ll share Linda with you,‟” my mom
would later tell me. “I couldn‟t imagine losing you, or
truly knowing Isabel‟s pain — the only thing I had to
offer was sharing you.”
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rom that moment and through all the years
since, Isabel has been my “other mother.” She‟s
always loved me in the deep, completely-in-yourcorner, unconditional and yet no-nonsense way that
great mothers do. As a child, I played in the lemon
grove behind her house, tussled with her dog, and
looked up to her stepchildren, LaDona, Scott, and
Greg, who were older and seemed so much more
sophisticated. If I got frustrated with my parents, I‟d
threaten to go live with Isabel.
Years later, after my family moved to another
state, she made my favorite chocolate chip oatmeal
cookies and mailed them to my college. Later still,
when my mother was battling breast cancer and my
father was dying of heart disease, Isabel sought me
out to remind me she was still there; I could count on
her.
ur relationship has changed from my being her
little girl into one of adult friendship as we've
navigated life‟s turns. And more recently, Isabel and
I have become bound by something else — we‟ve
each learned what it means for a mother to lose a
child.
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A World Turned Upside-Down

ike Isabel and my mother, I also did not have
my first child until my late 30s. Phoenix was a
joyful, curious and gregarious little boy who loved to
cuddle and be read to and who seemed so eager to
embrace the world he‟d come into. But on July 7,
2005, when Phoenix was seven months old, I woke
in the dark to hear him making low moaning sounds.
My husband, Mike, swept our son into his arms as I
leapt for the thermometer. His fever was 102!
Even though we suspected we were overreacting,
we headed straight to the emergency room. Phoenix, strong and sturdy, had always been astoundingly healthy; while his baby friends seemed to catch
regular colds and flus, he‟d never even had so much
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as the sniffles. In the emergency room, the doctor diagnosed him with the flu and sent us home. But a few
hours later he seemed worse, so we took him to his pediatrician. In her office, Phoenix suddenly went limp. I
could barely breathe when the doctor pulled up his shirt
and revealed a sudden rash that indicated bacterial
meningitis, a rare but deadly infection of the brain and
spinal cord that kills ten percent of those it strikes. That
was the last moment of the life I had known.
hoenix died two hours later, surrounded by hospital
staff administering CPR as my husband and I sang
lullabies to him, stroked his head and begged him not to
leave us. The instant Phoenix died, I tried to will my
body to go with him. I didn‟t want to be here without
him. Years ago, a professor and father of two told me a
parent‟s main job is simply to protect and keep your

endell did not die when he was a baby as doctors had predicted. Isabel fought to bring him
home, despite their recommendations that she put
him in a facility. He would never learn to talk, walk
or sit up by himself. The doctors warned Isabel and
her husband, Joel, that Wendell would probably
never even recognize them. None of that tempered
Isabel‟s love for her son. “He was a joy to care for
— he was just a darling little boy,” she says. When
he was three, and still only had the motor skills of an
infant, he became too big for Isabel to care for at
home. He was moved to Fairview Developmental
Center where Isabel knew her growing son would
get the care she could no longer provide. She
nearly moved in too. “I couldn‟t stay away,” she
said. “I always had to see him.”
If I were in California visiting Isabel, I‟d go with her.
Her routine for decades was to bring him his favorite
foods, pureed, for lunch, along with his favorite kinds
of ice cream for dessert. She always seemed as
excited to see Wendell as if she were reuniting with
a long-lost love. Her pace would quicken as she got
closer to his room. From the hallway, she‟d call out,
“Hello, Angel, I‟m here,” and this young man, who
supposedly was never to recognize his mother,
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Baby Phoenix at Five Months

The complicated truth is that the happiness over having had these amazing
boys in our lives at all can exist right alongside the sadness that they are gone.

child safe. At that, I had failed.
n the hours after Phoenix died, as I held his body in
the twilight of the hospital room, I stripped off his
clothes and pressed him against the skin of my stomach, trying to infuse my life into him, trade my life for
his. To bring him back. Phoenix was with God, I knew.
Ultimately he was OK. But I was in agony.
In the months that followed, sometimes I was certain I
heard him cooing in another part of the house and went
looking for him. I thought I might be going crazy and
wondered what would be better — to be insane and
think he was still alive or to be lucid and know he wasn‟t? During the infrequent nights I slept, I always
dreamed I was trying to save him. In some dreams he
was brain damaged. In others his limbs were twisted. I
woke from one horror into a worse one.
Those who do survive bacterial meningitis often suffer
catastrophic injuries. Many lose limbs and are mentally
impaired. When a nurse suggested that perhaps it was
better he had died, I told her I would have given anything to have Phoenix in any condition. It might have
been harder for my vibrant, joyful son if he had survived
— but easier for me, I told her. “Maybe at first,” she
said, “But not later on.” But truly loving your child unconditionally, I knew, meant loving him fiercely in whatever state he‟s in. Isabel had shown me that.
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would beam and turn his face to her like she was the
sun. She rocked him in her lap, which she knew he
loved, until she was in her late 60s and physically
couldn‟t bear the weight. “Isn‟t he beautiful?,” Isabel
would always say, seeming never to see his twisted
limbs.
As a mother, love washes over and colors everything that has to do with your child. You find
strength in yourself to do things you never could
have imagined, whether it‟s changing the dirtiest diaper or giving a eulogy standing in front of a miniature
casket. You do whatever is required to take care of
your child.
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An Unstoppable Force

oments after Phoenix died, my mother arrived
at the hospital. She brushed past nurses who
tried to insist that she put on protective clothing and
a mask to protect her from the infectious disease
that had killed Phoenix because she knew I needed
her. My mother is in her 70s, a gentle, elegant slip
of a woman, but she is a lioness when it comes to
taking care of her family.
Mike and I stayed with her for weeks, unable to

The Color Of A Mother’s Love
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face our house without Phoenix. Some nights, when I
couldn‟t sleep, I crawled into bed beside her, like I did as
a child when I had a nightmare. She hosted the many
friends who formed a net of support around us, made
our favorite foods, tried to coax me into eating, and
spent hours telling Mike and
me what good parents we‟d
been to her only grandchild.
If watching your child die is
the worst agony one can
experience, I‟m sure seeing
your child suffer is close behind it.
s I disappeared into
the abyss of grief, I
stopped returning phone
calls and e-mails, some
days unable to muster the
energy or clarity of mind to
put together a sentence.
Linda & Gabriel
But Isabel, unwavering and
undemanding, sent into the silence a stream of cards
and letters telling me she loved me and was praying for
me. In many of them, she recounted the comforting
story of us: “I remember the day your mother asked if I
wanted to share you …” Always she signed her letters,
“Love, Your other mother.”
In time, very slowly, I began to come back to life. I
didn‟t want the legacy of my beautiful, sparkly, happy
boy to be that his life and death had destroyed his family. He deserved better than that. Eventually, I resolved
to find a way to go forward in a manner that honored his
spirit, as well as my own. Three years later, I‟m still finding my way. I suspect I will for the rest of my life. You
never get over the death of a child, say those in the
community of bereaved parents my husband and I are
now a part of. But you can find a way to integrate that
loss. You can learn to live with it as a part of you.

every two weeks, often with our precious 15-month
old son, Gabriel, who shares Phoenix‟s blonde hair,
infectious energy and love of dogs and just about
anyone who gives him a smile. Gabriel plays with
the trains and other little toys left next to the headstone that bears his brother‟s handprint, while Mike
and I water the flowers—a last way to honor him.
efore I had Phoenix, everyone told me how
much my life would change. I‟d never get a full
night‟s sleep again, friends predicted. My schedule
would no longer be my own, and my house would
be transformed into a giant toy box, they warned.
But the true way becoming a mother changes you,
I‟ve learned, is that your heart opens wider than
ever before.
Phoenix would be almost three-and-a-half now
had he lived. I had him for such a short time, but I
got to love and take care of him for his whole lifetime. And I will be his mother for the rest of mine.
That is a tremendous gift I wouldn‟t have missed for
the world.
When I called Isabel last week, I accidentally
woke her from an afternoon nap, a rare occurrence.
When Wendell was alive, if she ever had a spare
moment she spent it visiting him. But now the
woman who I always knew to be everyone‟s anchor
felt unmoored. And, as the days passed, she felt
sadder.
ark Twain, whose daughter died of meningitis, said losing a child is like your house burning down. At first you‟re crushed by the calamity
that the house is gone. And then, over the months
and years to follow, you remember all the precious
and irreplaceable things that were found only in that
house. The ripples of grief stretch out of sight.
After Wendell died, Isabel was filled with gratitude
that he had lived as long as he did, and that the
end, when it came, was swift, and he didn‟t suffer.
But lately she couldn‟t stop crying. “How long did
you cry after Phoenix died?” she asked. At first I
didn‟t want to tell her that I cried daily for at least the
first year — and after that only slightly less frequently. Grief evolves over time, but doesn‟t necessarily ebb. But these days, I told her, I also feel joy
and excitement again. The complicated truth is that
the happiness over having had these amazing boys
in our lives at all can exist right alongside the sadness that they are gone. It is possible to feel both
things at exactly the same time without one canceling the other out. They are both equal parts in the
fullness of a mother‟s love.
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Saying Goodbye to Wendell

t the end of January, Wendell was diagnosed with
advanced cancer; doctors only gave him two
weeks to live. This time, they were right. He died on
February 15, 2008, at the age of 40 with his family and
the staff who‟d lovingly taken care of him for years at his
side. Whether your child lives seven months and four
days, as Phoenix did, or 40 years and six months, like
Wendell, it hurts the same. We always want more time.
“It‟s not possible to love your child any more than you do
at the time they die,” explained a friend, whose own son
died as a teenager.
The little square of grass on a hillside where Phoenix
is buried is to me the most precious patch of land I
know. My husband and I helped bury him ourselves,
letting the dirt run through our fingers as we tossed
handfuls on to his casket. We tend his grave about

Linda Dahlstrom lives in Washington State and is a health editor
at msnbc.com. Linda lovingly granted griefHaven permission to
reprint this article hoping that her story might bring hope and support to others who are also living life without their children and to
acknowledge all of the “other mothers” out there.
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Peace of Heart®
Stunning Wreaths
For Spring and Summer

CHECK OUT HER NEW
SPRING & SUMMER
COLLECTION
IN THE GRIEFHAVEN STORE!

100% OF PROCEEDS
GIVEN TO GRIEFHAVEN

June Truedson has done it
again! Look at these gorgeous Peace of Heart® wreaths she has
made just for us! Each one of these is for sale right now.

GREAT FOR BIRTHDAYS,
MOTHER’S DAY OR
JUST BECAUSE . . .

Did you know that griefHaven has received the official ownership
trademark for Peace of Heart? Yes! That is why you see the “R”
with a circle around it whenever it is written. And we are so proud
to use the phrase to mean everything we parents and siblings are
working toward after the deaths of our children: to one day have
greater Peace of Heart®.

Her pieces have been seen on
TV shows and celebrities.

Every time someone comes to my front door, they say, “I LOVE
your wreath!” I tell them
about June and how
Wendell and I met her
serendipitously by seeing
an ad in a magazine in
Laguna Beach, CA about
her holiday peace sign
wreaths. We purchased
two of them from her and
have had both of them up
since November.

ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL PIECES FOR A
FRACTION OF WHAT THEY SELL FOR IN THE

Since talking with June
about doing something
special for those who are
a part of our journey, she
graciously offered to do
these Peace of Heart
wreaths and donate a
portion to griefHaven.
Buy one for yourself, a
friend, a wall, door, fence, walkway, private entrance, office door or
office, bathroom wall, your child‟s wall, or anywhere else you
choose. They are simply gorgeous!
And remember, you get something special for yourself, and a
portion of the proceeds are given right back to griefHaven to help
other parents just like us.
June Truedson 949-9396916june@spacesandlivesinharmony.com
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The Grief Recovery Handbook

Facebook
Do you have Facebook?
Here’s an easy way
To let others know
About griefHaven

The sub-title words "action
program" accurately depict
what this book is all about. It
is simple. It is straightforward. Friedman and James
do a beautiful job of laying
out a plan for identifying,
understanding, and moving
beyond the loss experiences
that still weigh us down.
They hold our hand and
walk us through, step-bystep, a journey into the inner
areas that we have previously avoided due to discomfort
and lack of processing skills.
Taking their clear direction, pen in hand, I followed
their suggested writing exercises to begin the journey.
Upon completion, I learned things about myself that
have had a deeply profound impact. Most importantly, I
freed myself of unresolved emotional garbage that was
clouding my ability to grow. To say that this is the most
important book I have ever read is an understatement.

If you do, you can do something that is so easy and

wonderful and will help people everywhere. All you
have to do is talk about griefHaven on your Facebook, give our website address, and that will send
hundreds, maybe thousands, more people to us and
allow that many more people to receive the hope,
love and support that we provide.

When Children
Grieve

New Support Group Starting

It would be a pity if this interesting, humane, and practical
book were read only by parents of recently bereaved children for two reasons. First, the
book is about grief in a broad
sense. Its lessons apply not
only to the child whose pet,
aunt, or parent has died, but
also to the child whose parents have divorced, who has
suffered a debilitating injury, or
who has experienced other forms of traumatic loss. Second, let's face it: every child will suffer a loss at some
point, so it behooves parents to be prepared in advance.
As the authors say, "Our task as parents is to prepare
our children to deal with the experiences they will have."
Co-authors John W. James and Russell Friedman join with
psychotherapist Leslie Landon Matthews [her father was the
actor, Michael Landon] to present When Children Grieve. This
compassionate manual addresses the nature of grief, purges

common myths about dealing with grief, and encourages adults to adopt a more healthy approach to grief
themselves, so that they, in turn, can guide their children.

The EWG Foundation and griefHaven are secular organizations dedicated to bringing you
information that may be of support to you and others. Information contained in any of our
newsletters does not constitute a direct endorsement by us for any specific method, individual,
or product unless otherwise stated. Our purpose is to present you with varied possibilities,
allowing you to choose what you feel will be of support.

Order books at www.griefHaven.org
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